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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE USE
OF «SOFT POWER» IN FOREIGN POLICY
OF THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA

«Soft power» is one of the most effec-
tive and important means of implementing
foreign policy strategy for any country ap-
plying for a significant and leading role in
the system of international relations. The
success of soft power heavily depends on
the State’s reputation within the interna-
tional community, as well as the flow of in-
formation between States. Thus, soft pow-

er is often linked to the rise of globaliza-
tion and neoliberal theory. Popular culture
and media are often identified as a source
of soft power, as is the spread of a nation-
al language, or a particular set of norma-
tive structures. A nation with a large amount
of soft power and goodwill can inspire other
countries to acculturate, thus avoiding the
need for expensive hard power expendi-

Àâòîðîì ðàññìàòðèâàþòñÿ íàöèîíàëüíûå ñòðàòåãèè «ìÿãêîé ñèëû» âî âíåø-
íåé ïîëèòèêå ãîñóäàðñòâ. Àíàëèçèðóþòñÿ îñíîâíûå ïîäõîäû, ðåñóðñû, öåëè è
ðåçóëüòàòû ïðèìåíåíèÿ «ìÿãêîé ñèëû» ãîñóäàðñòâàìè íà ñîâðåìåííîì ýòàïå.  Ïðè
àíàëèçå îòäåëüíûõ íàïðàâëåíèé êóëüòóðíîé ïîëèòèêè ðàññìîòðåíû îñíîâíûå
ìåõàíèçìû è èíñòðóìåíòû èõ èìïëåìåíòàöèè, îñîáåííîñòè ôóíêöèîíèðîâàíèÿ,
ïîêàçàòåëè ýôôåêòèâíîñòè. Îòìå÷åíû èìåþùèåñÿ äîñòèæåíèÿ è ñóùåñòâóþùèå
ñëîæíîñòè â èõ ïðèìåíåíèè.

Óøáó ìà³îëàäà äàâëàòëàðíèíã òàø³è ñè¸ñàòèäà “Þìøî³ êó÷” îìèëè ê¢ðèá
¢òèëãàí. ½îçèðãè êóíäà äàâëàòëàðíèíã çàìîíàâèé áîñ³è÷äà “Þìøî³ êó÷” ìàíáà-
ëàðè, ìà³ñàäëàðè, ¸íäàøóâëàðè õàìäà íàòèæàëàðè òà¾ëèë ³èëèá ÷è³èëãàí. Òà¾-
ëèë äàâîìèäà ìàúäàíèé ñè¸ñàòíèíã àñîñèé ìåõàíèçìè âà àìàëãà îøèðèø âîñè-
òàëëàðè, ôàîëèÿòíèíã àñîñèé æèõàòëàðè âà èæîáèé íàòèæàëàðíèíã ê¢ðñàòêè÷ëà-
ðè ¢ðãàíèá ÷è³èëãàí. Ýðèøèëãàí þòó³ëàð âà óëàðíè àìàëãà îøèðèøäà þçàãà
êåëãàí ìóîììîëàð ̧ ðèòèëãàí.

*  *  *
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: «ìÿãêàÿ ñèëà», íàöèîíàëüíûå ñòðàòåãèè, áàëàíñ ñèë, âíå-

øíÿÿ ïîëèòèêà. 

Key words: «Soft power», national strategies, balance of power, foreign policy. 

       Êàëèò ñ¢çëàð: “Þìøî³ êó÷”, ìèëëèé ñòðàòåãèÿëàð, kuchlar muvozanati, òàø³è
ñè¸ñàò.
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tures. In recent decades, various states in
different ways trying to realize the poten-
tial of «soft power» foreign policy that ena-
bles us to say that there are a number of
different strategies to use. Most scientists
who study the phenomenon of «soft pow-
er» in international relations, along with the
traditional (US) decided to allocate Euro-
pean, Soviet, Japanese, Russian and Chi-
nese strategies for the usage of «soft pow-
er». This division is taking place due to the
national and historical characteristics of the
foreign policy peculiarities of different
countries varying in content of available
resources and undertaken activities.

The strategies of «soft power» in for-
eign policy can be divided into «old» (tra-
ditional) and «new» (modern). American,
European and Soviet strategies can be
correlated with traditional, Chinese, Japa-
nese and Russian with modern strategies.
Each of the strategies has its own charac-
teristics, but the most interesting are the
strategies the United States, China, Rus-
sia and the EU countries, all of them, along
with regional and historical features of the
development can be attributed to the most
effective and dynamically developing coun-
tries. There are eight basic policies of «soft
power» used by different countries in the
implementation of foreign policy goals:

dissemination and popularization of
the language;

the promotion of traditional and con-
temporary culture;

expansion of educational contacts;
the development of economic ties
the development of scientific and tech-

nical cooperation;
international development assistance;
the development of public diplomacy;
support of compatriots
The state as an international actor is

the subject (and object) of «hard power»,
because it is exposed to its main mecha-
nisms: the army, economic sanctions, tra-
ditional diplomacy. Society is experienc-
ing a similar effect indirectly - in the form
of adjustment of home and foreign policy

of the state. However, «soft power» in re-
lation to the state as an institution is not a
significant resource: there is no universal-
ly accepted mechanisms for its evaluation,
implementation and transformation into a
resource of international relations. On the
other hand, the influence of «soft power»
affects the formation of certain images and
algorithms in the perception of State ac-
tors in society of the target country. Then,
depending on the level of development of
civil society and democratic institutions, the
public perception of the country - the sub-
ject of «soft power» is transmitted to the
level of political decision-making bodies of
the government. The rate of spread and
impact of «soft power» in the society at
present is much higher than the «hard
power» a few decades ago. The reason for
this is to promote, widespread and imple-
ment information and communication tech-
nologies: the Internet, mobile communica-
tions, television and radio. The «planetary
initiatives» of the USA extensively used the
tools of «soft power» that allow to «demon-
strate to other countries the appeal of its
ideals, ideology, culture, economic mod-
el, as well as social and political institu-
tions and to draw in their favor their exist-
ing structures for international business and
telecommunications networks.» [1]

One of the key concepts of global
public goods contributing to the study of
the dynamics of relations between the
United States and other countries, is the
concept of «soft power». Global public
goods - is primarily a product of global
governance, the United States, carried out
by international institutions, together or
separately, while the «soft power» is to
have an impact, to the diplomatic and
political processes, which are determined
by the results of their collective manage-
ment and compliance which increases
their efficiency.

Zb. Brzezinski pointed out, that
“America stands supreme in the four deci-
sive domains of global power: militarily, it
has an unmatched global reach; econom-
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ically, it remains the main locomotive of
global growth, even if challenged in some
aspects by Japan and Germany (neither
of which enjoys the other attributes of glo-
bal might); technologically, it retains the
overall lead in the cutting-edge areas of
innovation; and culturally, despite some
crassness, it enjoys an appeal that is unri-
valed, especially among the world”s youth
— all of which gives the United States a
political clout that no other state comes
close to matching. It is the combination of
all four that makes America the only com-
prehensive global superpower”. Brzezin-
ski also stated: “Cultural domination has
been an underappreciated facet of Amer-
ican global power. Whatever one may think
of its aesthetic values, America”s mass
culture exercises a magnetic appeal, es-
pecially on the world’s youth. Its attraction
may be derived from the hedonistic quali-
ty of the lifestyle it projects, but its global
appeal is undeniable.” [2]

 Prominent French historian Fernand
Braudel in his work «The grammar of civi-
lizations» argued that any traditional cul-
ture has always historically and geograph-
ically linked to a particular community and
can not exist, improved and transferred
outside of à society. According to Brau-
del, there is no society in the world that do
not have their own specific culture, nation-
al, folk (at the level of the country), regional
(Alsatian, Bavarian or Catalonian), bour-
geois or proletarian (depending on the
social orientation), elitist, or mass, etc.
Being closely related to the language, such
original culture is an indicator of the es-
sence and unique individuality of a people
or social group.

J. Nye believes that trends in the de-
velopment of international relations will
enhance the value of «soft power» in the
overall balance of power of states due to
the fact that even the largest and most
developed countries are no longer able to
solve its own and international problems
by military means. Firstly, this is due to the
mutual intertwining of economies, result-

ing in the use of certain forms of modern
weapons, especially nuclear, loses all mean-
ing, even though it remains a factor of stra-
tegic deterrence in the first half of the XXI
century. Secondly, the sharp «decline in
the role of military valor and glory in the
scale of values of modern post-industrial
societies», giving «factors of attractiveness
of a country is much more important than
even the crushing military superiority» [3]
The United States still invests far less in
soft-power resources than do other major
countries. (Table. [4])

Comparative Investments in Soft and
Hard Power

According to the concept of Nye, the
first «pillar» of the resource base of Amer-
ican «soft power» belongs to American
culture and lifestyle. The author points to
the leading indicators of the United States
as the number of immigrants received, the
volume of produced TV products, the pop-
ularity of American music, the number of
foreign students in the United States and
the number of Americans among the No-
bel laureates in physics, chemistry, eco-
nomics. The second «pillar of soft power»
of the US is American political ideology that
resonates in many countries. The core val-
ues of the United States in understanding
of the most researchers today are liberal
democracy and the market economy [5].
This is a legal ideological complex and the
United States are trying to spread to other
countries by means of «soft power», offer-
ing them more attractive alternative.

For the realization of this aim, as sug-
gested by J. Nye, «the US State Depart-
ment should encourage cultural and ex-
change programs that allow reminding
people of the non-commercial aspects of

Public Diplomacy Defense Year 
United States 1.12 B 347.9 B 2002 
Great Britain 1.00 B 38.4 B 2002 
Germany 218 M 27.5 B 2001 
Japan 210 M 40.3 B 2001 
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American values and culture. Moreover,
television and radio broadcasts of the US
government to other states should contrib-
ute to the growth of trust in America and
of American «soft power» [6]. In addition
to the arsenal of «public diplomacy» in the
concept of «soft power», J. Nye also in-
cludes, for example, «diplomatic efforts»
to resolve the crisis, contrasting them with
sanctions or military force.» [7] According
to the theory of Nye, the basis of «soft pow-
er» is a painstaking daily work «on the
ground» rather than «outside», aimed at
building long-term trusting relationships.
With particular emphasis on the American
political scientist doing «activities of non-
governmental organizations to lobby inter-
ests of the state abroad.» [8] Nay, in par-
ticular, believes that «from Hollywood and
to higher education, civil society does
more to represent the United States to
other nations than does the government.
Hollywood often depicts a society of con-
sumption and violence, but it also pro-
motes the values of individualism, social
mobility and freedom. These values make
America attractive in the eyes of many
people abroad.» [9]

In 2007, in the framework of budget
financing of international operations ad-
ministration of George. W. Bush increased
the financial allocation for «public diplo-
macy» to 351 million. During the second
term of George. W. Bush there was a sig-
nificant increase in funds allocated prima-
rily on educational programs for cultural
exchange, thus attracting a growing
number of people from different countries.
Particular attention was paid to the Middle
East with the direction of financing in the
framework of dialogue between the West
and the Middle East (Middle Eastern-West-
ern Dialogue - Program) [10]. From the
perspective of J. Nye, «The United States
spent an insignificant amount of 150 mln.
USD. For the needs of public diplomacy in
Muslim countries in 2003. Total expendi-
ture on the State Department’s public di-
plomacy, including the translation of inter-

national programs was in 2003 just over 1
bln. Dollars. This amount represents 0.75%
of the military budget. Currently, the US
spends more on «soft power» is 450 times
less than on military needs. If the United
States would have spent at least 1% of the
military budget to «soft power», the total
costs would be immediately increased by
4 times.» [11]

If the social and economic system of
the country, its values and culture itself
cannot act as generators of «soft power»
in the case enters the state itself. It identi-
fies priority areas for policy of «soft pow-
er», builds mechanisms and resources to
implement them. The White House is using
«soft power» to synchronize the efforts of
the West to increasingly acquiring a three-
pole character (North America, European
Union, Asia-Pacific), indicating the ab-
sence of a stable model of the world. In
this regard, the key challenge of «soft pow-
er» is the preservation of the leading posi-
tion of the US dollar and its support for
strengthening of promotion and foreign
military bases. Dollar policy became the
fundamental article of US exports, provides
leading position of the United States. Thus,
we see a clear relationship between the
«soft power» and economic power of the
United States, which is impossible without
permanent information wars and complex
rebranding of the country. [12]

Based on public diplomacy, econom-
ic and military aid, international educational
programs and methods of velvet revolu-
tion, «soft power» of the US has become a
highly intelligent system of manipulation of
consciousness, designed to strengthen
support for US initiatives among foreign
audiences. [13]

Thus the gradual impact of perceived
images and ideas to transform the value
orientation of individual members of soci-
ety, and society as a whole. In the future, it
corrects the mechanisms of perception of
reality, increasing (or decreasing) in the
eyes of society the attractiveness of a state,
its policies and the social system. The trend
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of democratization of international and in-
terstate relations significantly increase the
importance of «soft power», forming the
environment of spread of «soft power»,
needed to solve specific problems and the
implementation of certain interests relat-
ed to the target state.

Europe acts as the most serious com-
petitor of the United States in terms of
«soft» power. European art, literature,
music, design, fashion and cuisine have
been perceived in the world with great in-
terest. Many European countries have
strong cultural appeal: of the ten most com-
mon languages in the world, half are Eu-
ropean. Europe as a whole is impressive
for its «soft» resources:

France has the highest number of
Nobel Prize for Literature;

Britain is on the first, Germany is on
second place in the list of countries that
are trying to find shelter for refugees and
immigrants;

France, Germany, Italy and the UK
outperform the US average life expectan-
cy of its citizens;

Almost all the European countries con-
tribute to the developing countries most of
their GDP than the United States;

No European country alone can com-
pete with the United States in its scope,
but Europe as a whole has the same in
terms of the market and even some larger
population. A unification of Europe itself
carries a large charge of «soft» power. The
fact that the war is now inconceivable be-
tween countries, bitterly fighting among
themselves over the centuries, that Europe
has become a zone of peace and pros-
perity, it creates a positive image around
the world. One of the gain «soft» power of
the European Union - in the growing pop-
ularity of view, according to which it acts
as a positive force in the solution of global
problems. Europeans pay much attention
to the development of its public diploma-
cy, especially to the development of inter-
national cultural contacts. France is in the
first place, spending $ 17 [per year] per

capita, which is four times more than the
second-ranked Canada, then there are the
UK and Sweden. For comparison, the cost
of the State Department for the interna-
tional cultural programs account for only
65 cents per capita per year. In addition,
European countries are increasing the ad-
mittance of foreign students in its colleges
and universities. [14]

«Soft power» of China
Economics and diplomacy are the

central, mutually reinforcing components
of China’s growing soft power. In modern
conditions, China is seeking to establish
itself as the new center of «soft power»,
the development and implementation of
technologies are a part of a targeted long-
term policy of the state. The country’s lead-
ership is aware of the importance of cul-
ture to preserve the viability of the state
and national security, is trying to increase
the international influence of Chinese cul-
ture and cultural products to expand its
presence in the world market. Leaders of
the Communist Party of China in solving
the problems of cultural security of the
country in the first place emphasizes the
importance of the state. Capacity of «soft
power» in the context of the development
of the national culture has been one of the
key objectives in the policy of the state. To
provide an integrated view of the policy of
«soft power» used by China, it is neces-
sary to allocate specific areas of its imple-
mentation, which differ from the tradition-
al components of «soft power» concept
proposed in J. Nye. In addition, this ap-
proach allows in some cases to quantify
the implementation of the policy, which
gives more precise and correct results with
respect to understanding the mechanisms
of its action and evaluate its success. J.
Nye has criticized Beijing’s efforts to ac-
quire soft power through centralized
schemes, like the spread of Confucius In-
stitutes or the establishment of the China
Public Diplomacy Association. Despite
“spending billions of dollars to increase its
soft power  China has had a limited return
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on its investment”. This is because soft
power mainly accrues when civil society
actors – whom the Chinese government
tends to squash – make or do things with
global appeal, according to Nye, not
through top-down schemes which foreign-
ers are likely to interpret as propagan-
da.[15]

The basis of modern China’s approach
to international relations is the «theory of a
harmonious world» (Hu Jintao), which ap-
peared as the development of the concept
of «peaceful elevation» and aimed at min-
imizing the concerns of the international
community about the idea of the rise of
China, even peaceful. The peaceful rise
also illustrates Beijing’s desire to gain more
influence in world politics and to move from
emphasizing economic power to aggregate
national power. The purpose of the peace-
ful rise theory is to reassure other coun-
tries that China will not constitute a risk
because of its domestic economic needs.
China wants to take part in it what will cre-
ate prosperity and stability throughout Asia
and the world. It was developed by the
theme the need for interaction with world
leaders as an alternative to the «fight
against hegemonism.» The aim of this con-
cept is «a political equilibrium» (Chufrin,
2007) - between the development of their
own country, and responsibility to the world
community; - between economic, political
and security interests in its relations with
the great powers; - between reforms and
the maintenance of international order.[16]

If the «soft power» of the US is based
on the fact that the model of the American
political system has «universal» character,
China underlines the thesis of the variety
of ways of development. However, such a
contrast is gradually losing its absolute
character; Chinese authors are increasingly
calling for the development of their own
understanding of «universal values» and
their promotion to the outside world.

The Beijing Consensus forms the core
of China’s soft power resources. Based on

innovation, sustainability, equality and self-
determination in foreign policy, the Beijing
consensus is a development model, suita-
ble for countries suffering post-transition
economic adjustment, and, in fact, has
replaced the Washington consensus in a
number of countries. Chinese development
model is becoming more popular around
the world, especially in the developing
countries, in a way that constitutes a risk
to the American soft power and the Wash-
ington Consensus [17]. The American si-
nologist David Shambaugh, for example,
estimates that the country spends roughly
$10 billion a year in “external propagan-
da.” By comparison, the US spent only
$666 million on public diplomacy last year
[18].

Strengthening of “soft power”, China
is an important measure to increase its in-
ternational competitiveness. Interstate com-
petition - is a competition not only in terms
of resources, but also for the wisdom of
using them. «Soft power» is the wisdom
expressed in the use of «hard power».
Culture and civilizational values become an
important component of national security
and its total power. Chinese Minister of
Culture Mrs Cai Wu at the opening of the
center of «soft power» at the Beijing Uni-
versity on September 29, 2014 said: «The
country needs to increase the level of cul-
tural power in order to dominate the glo-
bal competition for its usage».

Chinese authors note that «soft pow-
er» of the state is implemented through the
interpretation and determination of the
content of democracy, freedom, human
rights and other «universal values», spe-
cific Chinese socialism, which is not only a
development model suitable for develop-
ing countries, but also the source of» soft
power «, the corresponding demands of
the future development of mankind.» Chi-
na’s most important soft power tactics are
foreign aid, economic networking and cul-
tural transmission. One of the most char-
acteristic features in China’s soft power
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strategy with South East Asian countries is
the combination of economic diplomacy
with soft power resources, including tour-
ism, business investment and development
initiatives. China’s soft power strategies
with South East Asia have focused on smile
diplomacy, good neighbor diplomacy and
public diplomacy.[19]

It should be emphasized that the dis-
cussion of the prospects for export «Chi-
nese model» and the spread of the world’s
«value of Chinese socialism» is now the lot
of experts. The Chinese leadership prefers
a cautious low-key approach. In spring
2011, Premier Wen Jiabao to the question
of what can be borrowed from the Chinese
model of development of other countries,
said: «Our reforms and construction are
still in the process of searching, we never
believed that our own development is a
model.»

The most notable success of the Chi-
nese strategy of «soft power» has been
spread overseas Confucius Institutes, which
task is to teach Chinese language and cul-
ture. The project began in 2004, during
that time more than 850 of these institu-
tions all over the world were created. A
special attention is paid to the US, where
about 400 Confucius Institutes were
opened. This is a global project that is not
related to the «Confucian region» East Asia
has experienced in the past, it is the influ-
ence of Chinese culture. China actively
develops educational contacts with foreign
countries, attracting a growing number of
students. In 2013 their number reached
360-370 thousand. This contributes to a
significant improvement in the quality of
Chinese education, availability of suitable
mechanisms for admission to colleges and
universities, as well as a considerable
number of grant programs.

The key to success in the spread of
Chinese «soft power» is the development
of economic cooperation between China
and foreign countries. To establish and
strengthen new contacts China actively uses

the congress and exhibition activities. An
important role is also playing an active in-
vestment policy of China. Only in 2012 China
invested to foreign projects more than 87.8
billion dollars. In addition, it is very impor-
tant to contact large-scale swap agree-
ments.

The Chinese version of «soft power»
does not copy the US. First, it relies on its
own unique and ancient culture, which can-
not be seen in the United States. Primari-
ly, there is a wealth of tradition rather than
modern mass entertainment production,
that Beijing is not yet able to compete with
the West. However, this does not mean that
China refuses to compete in the field of
modern cultural industries. While America
takes its soft power around the world for
granted, China struggles more to win even
the “hearts and minds” of its own citizens.

Among the objectives of the policy of
«soft power» in China, aimed at the
achievement of the strategic objectives, it
is necessary to allocate the following:

creation of new instruments and mech-
anisms of effective non-violent influence of
China on the global, regional and national
levels of the international relations;

creation of a positive environment for
the progressive development of the coun-
try by improving the image in the interna-
tional arena, popularization of Chinese ide-
as and the acquisition of valuable support
for implementation of Chinese plans to re-
form the existing international system;

providing national «cultural security»;
more efficient use of existing mecha-

nisms and tools in implementation of «soft
power», including the growth of propor-
tion of cultural industry in GDP;

creation of conditions for the expan-
sion of economic influence of China;

ensuring resource security for sustain-
able economic development;

acquisition of new technologies for
close positive relationship;

the expansion and promotion of edu-
cational and cultural institutions network
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Many current projections of a shift in
the global balance of power favoring Chi-
na over the United States, for example are
based primarily on one factor: projections
of growth in the gross national product.
They ignore the military and soft dimen-
sions of power, not to mention the difficul-
ties of combining military, economic and
soft power into successful strategies.[20]

China aims to form a «soft power»,
taking into account national peculiarities
and without prejudice to its own interests.
Implementation of the strategic goal of
building a «powerful cultural state» will re-
quire huge investments and structural
changes in the cultural industry, the con-
centration in the field of administrative and
managerial efforts. Chinese values should
become an effective tool for the consoli-
dation of the Chinese society. Economic
interests also play a consolidating role.
Despite disagreements in solution, the is-
sues of regional and global security world
powers were able to establish cooperation
in the field of anti-terroristic measures.

Thus, soft power is a form of power
based on cultural resources of a country.
It is intangible, relative, context-based and
controlled largely by non-state actors. The
relevance and ultimate effectiveness of soft
power depends on the perception and re-
sponse of its target audience. With enor-
mous soft power in the form of global
brands, multinational companies can play
a key role in promoting a nation’s image.
In the absence of a coherent nation brand-
ing campaign, corporate brands can in fact
act as the ambassador for a country’s im-
age in the world, and are a tangible man-
ifestation of a country’s soft power. Soft
power through public diplomacy, nation
branding provides a more focused, cul-
turally unbiased and more useful approach
to creating international influence in the
world.

In the past decade, China’s soft pow-
er global influence attained through diplo-
matic, economic, cultural, and other non-

coercive means has grown along with its
international position. Despite this devel-
opment, the United States remains the
preeminent global force in many areas of
soft power. The means, goals, and strate-
gies by which each country pursues its
national interests differ in many important
respects. Each country wields an array of
hard and soft power that includes its mili-
tary, diplomatic and political activities,
economic and financial power, and con-
siderable cultural and informational ap-
peal. As for strategic goals, arguably each
country aims at maintaining internal and
external stability and developing amicable
and cooperative relations with the rest of
the world.

Meanwhile, the United States can do
more to collaborate with China in the de-
veloping world, particularly in the areas of
energy, health, agriculture and peace-
keeping. If such collaboration were to take
place, the United States and China would
find themselves working together toward
a greater global public good. [21]

Aspects of the policy of «soft power»
occur in the context of the US system of
modeling global-governance to the same
extent that they are inherent in US foreign
policy using the whole arsenal of tools:
military, political, financial, economic, and
diplomatic. The foreign policy of the Unit-
ed States now also uses an arsenal of so-
called «smart power.» This is a new phe-
nomenon in the foreign policy of the Unit-
ed States writes Professor, A.V. Torkunov:
«Based on the enormous military-techno-
logical superiority confidence pushed to-
wards unilateralism in international affairs,
it seems, is giving way to a more realistic
rate. US forced to enter into the era of smart
power, «smart» combination of «soft» and
«hard» power, relying on sophisticated di-
plomacy (requires taking into account the
interests of the allies of Washington) and
the restoration of moral and ideological
(and not ideologized) influence in the
world». [22]
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